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i’d like to try this as a solo projector/display for my photos. my worry is that you need to be within about 15 ft for it to pick up the signal to be able to control it. i live out in the country and could go as far as say my driveway (which the range you mentioned, and it’d be better to get further. maybe about 50ft? the other question is, is this
thing meant for a tv or just a projection? i’ve been using the rca blu ray player for about a year to stream my movies. i’d like to give the rca a retirement and maybe use this with my tv. do they even make a true hd projector? since the mentioned set up was made for the external hard drive to work with the rca blu ray and tell it to play from
that drive’s hard drive? hello, sorry i didn’t comment sooner - i’m really excited about this! the last i looked the hdtv played the data on the hard drive on a separate tv. i’ll certainly write to you if i find out how to pull this off in a portable format so you can play the data without an external hard drive. please let me know if i can help further

by providing useful links. you mention the upcoming epson home cinema hd. where might i be able to purchase this? i’ve got the 1080p in the home cinema kit- i’m just wondering if a hd portable is out there too? thanks for your help! i’d really like to see this done without the use of a pc. in reading the reviews, it seems that this device does
exactly what a pc is for. really, i’d be willing to pay a fair amount for it as it seems well made and it’s almost certain that it will play my 640x480 and higher-resolution photos without headaches.
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